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Temporal beam splitter and temporal interference
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The effect of photon beam splitting in a time-varying medium is described by classical and quantum
theoretical models. It generalizes the concept of time refraction, introduced recently by the authors as a natural
extrapolation of the usual concepts of refraction and reflection into the time domain. Total time reflection is
shown to exist. A sequence of time refraction processes is shown to lead to temporal interference effects. The
concept of temporal beam splitter is introduced. Bogoliubov transformations for the temporal beam splitter are
derived. Resonant amplification of light by change in time in the optical medium is shown to exist.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the development of intense and ultra
lasers@1# opened the way to study new phenomena conce
ing the interaction of radiation with matter@2#. With these
laser pulses we are now able to produce very significant n
linear changes of the refractive index of the optical media
a very short time scale. Of particular relevance is the occ
rence of frequency shifts of radiation propagating in nons
tionary media. In Plasma Physics this effect was called p
ton acceleration@3–5#. Similar effects in Nonlinear Optics
are usually associated with self-~and crossed-! phase modu-
lations, and can lead to the formation of supercontinu
radiation@6,7#.

In a recent work@8,9# the most elementary physical pro
cess leading to phase modulation and to photon accelera
was identified as time refraction, or an instantaneous tem
ral jump of the refractive index of a medium. Refraction is
well-known elementary optical process, which occurs wh
light interacts with the boundary between two distinct opti
media. It is related to nonconservation of the photon mom
tum, while the photon energy~or frequency! is conserved. If
instead we have a single uniform medium that sudde
changes its refractive index at a given instant of time,
photons will suffer, not a spatial jump as previously, bu
temporal jump that conserves the momentum but results
frequency shift~or energy nonconservation!. This effect, ex-
actly symmetric to refraction, is time refraction.

It is the purpose of the present work to generalize
previous results in order to include multiple time refracti
events and to show that temporal interference is an impor
aspect of photon propagation in nonstationary media.
concept of a temporal beam splitter will also be introduc
This is a four-port optical device, resulting from two succe
sive and opposite time refraction events, and can be see
the temporal analog of the well-known optical beam split
@10#.

This work is organized in the following way. In Sec. II w
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give the classical description of time refraction, and der
the relevant field and mode frequency transformations. T
time reflection is shown to exist. The classical approach
generalized to the case of successive time refraction eve
showing the appearance of temporal interference due to
interaction of successive secondary waves. The case
medium that is suddenly perturbed and after some time
turns to its initial condition, after suffering two opposite tim
refraction events, will be considered in detail. This proce
will be seen as a temporal beam splitter, with properties si
lar to the usual beam splitter. It will be shown that, in such
case, the energy of the electromagnetic field can increas
the expense of the energy of the medium, leading to a n
kind of amplification process. In Sec. III, quantization of th
field will allow to establish the quantum definition of a tem
poral beam splitter. Apart from temporal interference, it w
be shown that photon pair creation is possible, thus app
ing as a specific quantum effect that complements the am
fication process described in the preceding section. Sim
pair creation and amplification processes were already
ticed in vibrating cavities@11–13#, but the present work
shows that the existence of moving space boundaries~typical
of the dynamical Casimir effect! is not a necessary ingred
ent. Finally, in Sec. IV, we will state the conclusions.

II. A FOUR-PORT TEMPORAL DEVICE

Let us first consider a classical description for the elect
magnetic field. We assume that an optical medium, with
tial refractive indexn0, suffers a series of successive chang
at times t0 ,t1 , . . . ,t j to the valuesn1 ,n2 , . . . ,nj 11 . Be-
cause such a change occurs all over the medium, there a
gradients of the refractive index, and the wave numbek
remains constant. In contrast, the mode frequency will h
to change in order to adjust to the new dispersion relation
the medium.

The electric field associated with the two modes propag
ing in opposite directions@14#, with an initial frequencyv0
and a given polarization, alongOx, will be given by

EW ~x,t !5@eW j~ t !1eW j8~ t !#eikx1c.c., ~1!
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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with eW j (t)5EW je
2 iv j t and eW j8(t)5EW j8e

1 iv j t, for t j 21,t,t j

and j 50,1,2, . . . . The frequencies are determined byv j
5kc/nj5v0n0 /nj .

Now, considering that Maxwell’s equations remain va
for all times, includingt50, the following continuity rela-
tions for the vector displacement field and for the induct
magnetic field can be established@13,8#:

DW ~x,t j
2!5DW ~x,t j

1!, BW ~x,t j
2!5BW ~x,t j

1!. ~2!

Assuming the same polarization direction for all t
fields, we can establish the following relations for the co
plex field amplitudes:

ej 11~ t j !5
a j

2

2
@ej~ t j !1ej8~ t j !#1

a j

2
@ej~ t j !2ej8~ t j !#,

ej 118 ~ t j !5
a j

2

2
@ej~ t j !1ej8~ t j !#2

a j

2
@ej~ t j !2ej8~ t j !#, ~3!

wherea j5nj /nj 115v j 11 /v j . If we replaceej and ej8 by
their expressions in terms ofej 21 andej 218 , we obtain

ej 11~ t j !5
a j

2
~11a j !e

2 iv jD jFa j 21

2
~11a j 21!ej 21~ t j 21!

2
a j 21

2
~12a j 21!ej 218 ~ t j 21!G2

a j

2
~1

2a j !e
1 iv jD jFa j 21

2
~11a j 21!ej 218 ~ t j 21!

2
a j 21

2
~12a j 21!ej 21~ t j 21!G , ~4!

whereD j5t j2t j 21, with a similar expression forej 118 (t j ).
This iteration procedure leads to the appearance of a c

plicated interference pattern of the secondary waves ge
ated at each temporal jump. The duration of the dista
between each of these jumps, measured byD j , plays the
same role as the width of a dielectric plate in the us
~space! interference pattern. We are then clearly describin
similar interference effect in the temporal domain, thus op
ing the possibility for realizing temporal interferometers.

Using the above continuity conditions~3! for a single
jump betweenn0 andn1, we get, fort50 and for arbitraryx,
the following relations between the electric-field amplitud

E15
a

2
@~11a!E02~12a!E08#,

E185
a

2
@~11a!E082~12a!E0#, ~5!

wherea5n0 /n1.
These equations relate the two incident fields with the t

emerging ones. If, instead of two waves, initially we ha
only one wave propagating along the positive direction of
04380
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axisOx, we assumeE0850, and the corresponding reflectio
and transmission coefficients are

R5
E18

E0
5

a

2
~a21!, T5

E1

E0
5

a

2
~a11!. ~6!

These expressions can be called the Fresnel formulas
time refraction, by analogy with the case of~space! refrac-
tion. They are not identical to those of Ref.@5# due to a
minor algebraic error. We also notice thatR1T5a2. This
contrasts with the usual~space! Fresnel formulas for norma
wave incidence, whereR1T51 as a consequence of energ
nonconservation for nonstationary media.

It is also possible to envisage a situation where, due to
temporal change of the medium, the transmitted wave
completely canceled:E150. Equations~5! show that this
occurs when the two initial wave amplitudes are such t
E05(12a)E08/(11a). The total field of the reflected wav
will be given by

E185
2a2

11a
E08 . ~7!

Similarly, we can have the opposite case of a totally tra
mitted field (E1850) if the initial field are such thatE05(1
1a)E08/(12a).

Next, we consider the case of two successive jumps fr
n0 to the valuesn1 andn2 at timest50 andt5t. We start
with the initial conditions:e05E0 and e0850 at t50. The
final field amplitude can now be derived from Eq.~4!

E25
a0a1

4
@~11a0!~11a1!e2 iv1t

1~12a0!~12a1!e1 iv1t#e1 iv2tE0 ,

E2852
a0a1

4
@~12a0!~11a1!e1 iv1t

1~11a0!~12a1!e2 iv1t#e2 iv2tE0 . ~8!

Here we have used the relationse2(t)5E2exp(2iv2t) and
e28(t)5E28exp(1iv2t).

A very interesting physical situation occurs when, af
this time intervalt, the medium returns to its initial state
n25n0. Such a situation can be called a temporal beam sp
ter, because of its obvious analogies with the usual~space!
beam splitter. In this case the wave frequency also return
its initial value:v25v0. In contrast, the field will not return
to its initial state, because of temporal interference. Notic
that a0a151, and usinga15a, we can easily establish th
final amplitudes of the transmitted and reflected waves;

E25Fcos~v1t!2
i

2a
~11a2!sin~v1t!Geiv0tE0 ,

E285
i

2a
~12a2!sin~v1t!e2 iv0tE0 . ~9!
1-2
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The amplitude of the incident wave is larger than the i
tial wave, in order to compensate for the appearance of
reflected one. This means that we can have a new kin
amplification of light by the time-varying medium. This ligh
amplification process attains its maximum value for time
tervals such thatv1t5(2n11)p/2 andn50,1,2, . . . .

For a small perturbation of the refractive index, we c
use a511d, with udu!1, and we get E2max. i (1
1d)exp(iv0t)E0 and E2max8 . id exp(2iv0t)E0. This means
that the wave energyW will increase in both directions by a
amountDW.d2W0, whereW0 is the initial energy. If we
haveV successive events of this kind per second, we w
have an exponential increase of the wave energy:W(t)
.W0exp(d2Vt). In practical terms the growth rated2V can
be considerably large and lead to the concept of a temp
optical resonator. This will be discussed in a future work

III. QUANTUM MODEL FOR TEMPORAL
BEAM SPLITTERS

We consider now the quantum theory of time refractio
by extending the results of our previous work@8# to the case
of a temporal beam splitter. Let us represent the field op
tors. For purely transverse modes and for a real polariza
vectoreW (k)5eW* (k), we can write the electric-field operato
valid inside the time intervalt j 21,t,t j as

EW ~x,t !5 iA\v

2e
@aj~k,t !eikx2aj

†~k,t !e2 ikx#eW~k!,

~10!

with the time-dependent operators

aj~k,t !5a~k!e2 ivt, aj
†~k,t !5a†~k!eivt. ~11!

Applying the above continuity conditions, we are led
the following Bogoliubov transformation:

aj 21~k,t j !5Aj 21aj~k,t j !2Bj 21aj
†~2k,t j !,

aj 21
† ~2k,t !52Bj 21aj~k,t j !1Aj 21aj

†~2k,t j !, ~12!

where

Aj 215
1

2

~11a j 21!

Aa j 21

, Bj 215
1

2

~12a j 21!

Aa j 21

. ~13!

Let us first consider the simplest case of a single ti
jump at t050. The operator transformations will reduce
a05A0a12B0a1

† and a0
†52B0a11A0a1

† , where we have
written a and a† instead ofa(k) and a†(2k). This single-
step process was considered in detail in our previous w
on time refraction@8#. The corresponding coefficients are

A05
1

2

~11a0!

Aa0

, B05
1

2

~12a0!

Aa0

. ~14!

Let us now consider a second time step att15t. From
Eqs.~27! we can write
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a2~k,t!5A1a1~k,t!1B1a1
†~2k,t!,

a2
†~2k,t!5B1a1~k,t!1A1a1

†~2k,t!. ~15!

Expressing the operatorsa1 anda1
† in terms ofa0 anda0

† ,
we can find, after simple calculations,

a25A10a01B10a0
† ,

a2
†5B10* a01A10* a0

† , ~16!

where we writea anda† instead ofa(k) anda†(2k). This
new Bogoliubov transformation is a consequence of Eq.~12!
applied for two consecutive time steps or temporal jum
The corresponding coefficients contain the interference
fects associated with the temporal phase shifts, already
countered in the above classical description,

A105A1A0e2 i (v12v2)t1B1B0e1 i (v11v2)t,

B105A1B0e2 i (v12v2)t1B1A0e1 i (v11v2)t. ~17!

Let us return to the case wheren25n0, which corre-
sponds to the temporal beam splitter. We have nowv25v0
and a051/a15a, which implies thatA15A0 and B15
2B0. The coefficientsA10 andB10 defining the double Bo-
goliubov transformations~16! then take a very interesting
form

A105Fcos~v1t!2
i

2a
~11a2!sin~v1t!Geiv0t,

B1052
i

2a
~12a2!sin~v1t!eiv0t. ~18!

The oscillations appearing in these expressions re
from temporal interference associated with the second
transmitted and reflected waves at the two successive tem
ral jumps. If the resonant condition cos(v1t)50 is satisfied,
we can obtain, from Eqs.~16! and~18!, the following opera-
tor transformations:

a2~k!52
i

2a
eiv0t@~11a2!a0~k!1~12a2!a0

†~2k!#,

a2
†~2k!5 i2ae2 iv0t@~12a2!a0~k!1~11a2!a0

†~2k!#.
~19!

These expressions describe the maximum possible
pling between field modes propagating in opposite dir
tions. On the other hand, if the antiresonance condit
sin(v1t)50 is satisfied, we simply getA105exp(iv0t) and
B1050.

The establishment of the double Bogoliubov transform
tion ~16! can be used to determine the temporal evolution
the quantum state of the field propagating in the nonstat
ary medium. For that purpose, let us introduce the symme
Fock stateun,n8& j , for n photons propagating with wav
numberk, andn8 photons with wave number2k, with fre-
1-3
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quencyv j5kc/nj . It can be built from the correspondin
vacuum stateu0,0& j by the operation

un,n8& j5F j~n,n8!u0,0& j , ~20!

with

F j~n,n8!5
1

An!n8!
@aj

†~k!#n@aj
†~2k!#n8. ~21!

If we start with the initial vacuum stateu0,0&0, we can
represent it in terms of the final states resulting from
temporal beam splitterum,m8&2, in the form

u0,0&05 (
m,m8

Cm,m8um,m8&2 . ~22!

Due to momentum conservation, we haveCm,m8
5Cmdm,m8 . Applying annihilation operatorsa0(k) to Eq.
~20!, and using normalized vector states, we can easily ar
at the following recurrence relationCm115bCm5bmC0

5bmeifA12b2, where f is an arbitrary phase andb
5B10/A10. We can then calculate the probability for photo
pair creation from vacuum by a temporal beam splitter w
a durationt. Calling p(m) the probability for the creation o
a symmetric Fock state ofm photon pairs, we obtain

p~m!5u2^m,mu0,0&0u25uC0u2b2m5~12b2!b2m,
~23!

where the dependence on the width of the temporal be
splitter t, and on the refractive index variation is implicitl
given by the value ofb.

IV. CONCLUSION

It was shown that a temporal beam splitter can result fr
two consecutive temporal changes of the optical proper
of a medium, due to the interference of partially reflected a
partially transmitted signals resulting from these chang
This is a straightforward generalization of the process
time refraction@8#, and can be seen as a four-port dev
which is the temporal analog of the usual~spatial! optical
beam splitter.
a

E.
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This process was described here by using both class
and quantum formulations. The classical approach allow
us to derive appropriate Fresnel laws for temporal refract
and to discover a possible new mechanism for optical am
fication, due to successive temporal changes of the med
This was described as an electromagnetic instability wh
some external agent, responsible for these temporal jum
produces work on the photon field and converts a fraction
its energy into radiation. Here, this external agent~a laser
beam or an intense electric field, for instance! was assumed
as an independent parameter and an infinite source of en
Obviously, such a description is valid only when the ene
flowing into the electromagnetic field is significantly lowe
than the energy associated with the optical change in
medium.

The present results are only valid for perturbations o
time scale shorter than the period of the wave modes,
they can easily be extended to arbitrary time scales. Fu
models will have to specify the appropriate physical con
tions where a temporal beam splitter can occur. This w
eventually imply the use of laser pulses with a size sho
than the medium where the optical changes are taking pl
For very short pulses, with durations below 100 fs, a tem
ral beam splitter can be achieved by using a second s
laser pulse, acting as a pump, and applied to a submillime
size nonlinear optical medium~a crystal or simple piece o
glass!.

On the other hand, the quantum approach was able
confirm our classical modeling, and led to general forms
Bogoliubov transformations where temporal interference w
included. The electromagnetic instability derived from t
classical model was replaced here by the possible creatio
pairs of photons from vacuum, propagating with the sa
frequency and in opposite directions in order to preserve m
mentum conservation. We have also shown that the pho
creation process is present for arbitrary temporal beam s
ters with a durationt, and that the rate of creation depen
resonantly on the photon frequency and this time interv
The existence of such a temporal resonance can then be
to build up a temporal resonance cavity for light amplific
tion, which will be analyzed elsewhere@15#.
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